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Foreword by our Chairperson

It has been a very long time waiting for this
moment and all I can tell you is that after
almost a year’s hard work, we are deeply
proud to put our first issue of PISA Journal in
front of you. This is a platform for fellow
members to share knowledge and discuss
information security issues. We welcome your
contribution to this PISA publication.
We are far from being the largest professional body; we may not be the most popular
association in Hong Kong. But we can be the
best. We have the best portion of our member
involvement with our activities, not only as
audiences, but also contribute their best
initiatives to the development of the activities
and programs using their personal times.
Since the formation of PISA in July 2001, in
less than 4 years, we have organized more
than 40 information

Andy Ho CISSP CISA CISM
Chairperson
security related programs and activities. Over
90% of these activities were organized using
our members’ own efforts, creativities and
innovations. This may be the best record
among all the information security
professional bodies in Hong Kong. We have
the strongest local information security
professional team.
I would like to thank for the members who
share his/her articles with all our readers. I
would also like to congratulate the Editorial
Board on making another important milestone
for us. Today, we have once again moved
PISA’s history forward. 

PISA Concerns on Spam and Phishing
The feature theme of this issue is dedicated to
“Anti-Spam Strategies”. We have five
outstanding members discussing with you
specific areas on the topic.
The articles try to give the views on the
legislation and technical solution to the
problem of spam. They cover the response to
Mr. John Tsang, Secretary for CIT, who had
briefed the industry of the STEPS Cam-paign
on Anti-Spam.

PISA had put exceptional efforts in studying
the problem of spam and contributed to the
OFTA consultation. You can find this being
reported in the “Active in External Affairs”
column.
In the “Event Snapshots” column, we reported
find our seminars “Anti-Spam Technologies
Analyzed” and “Phishing Exposed”. They were
delivered by PISA project teams in August and
November of 2004. 
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Vice Chairperson, External Affairs
Introduction
The Secretary for Commerce, Industry and Techno-logy,
Mr. John Tsang shared the Government’s direction to
contain the problem of SPAM on 24th February 2005. It
indicated the Government had arrived at her conclusion
after reviewing the sub-missions of the public to the
consultation on Containing Unsolicited Electronic
Messages. This article attempts to provide a preliminary
analysis of the Government response.

Multi-layered Approach
According to Mr. Tsang, the Government would launch
the STEPS Campaign which is a combination of
strategies:

S : Strengthening existing regulatory measures
T : Technical solutions
E : Education
P : Partnerships
S : Statutory measures (legislation and international
This is
coherentcooperation)
with PISA submission to the
consultation. PISA proposed to follow a framework
adopted by the United Nation ITU WSIS Thematic
Meeting on Countering SPAM in July 2004:

Justification to Legislate against
Spam
The discussion on anti-spam legislation in Hong Kong
had taken a somewhat utilitarian approach. In the early
stage of discussion, many people raised their hands to
support legislation, thinking that it would solve the
problem of spamming. Sooner when they learnt that
most spam sources were from overseas where Hong
Kong law has no jurisdiction, they became very
disappointed on the use of legislation. It is a paradox
that we have to rely on the enforcement of the legislation
of other countries to mitigate Hong Kong’s spam – i.e.
we require the enthusiasm of people of other countries to
establish their own anti-spam legislation and enforce it,
and yet in Hong Kong the enthusiasm to legislate is
diminishing!
Perhaps, if we view the problem of spam as one of the
Global Village, we can position anti-spam legislation as
the responsibility of Hong Kong being a “good
neighbour” in the development of Internet. Establish
enforceable anti-spam laws could deter Hong Kong from
being a potential safe haven for international spammers.
If more countries take this view, then fewer and fewer
places can be used as source of spam and the problem of
spam can gradually become more manageable. If Hong
Kong does not legislate against spamming, how could
we ask the countries who were the major sources of
spam to legislate?

(1) Legislation,
(2) Technical measures,

Approaches of Legislation

(3) Industry partnerships (and OFTA regulation)
(4) Education
(5) International cooperation
This multi-layer framework provides a more thorough
view of the efforts required to combat spamming. Bias
towards a single layer, be it legislation, technical solution
or any others just cannot provide a total solution to the
problem of spamming.
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Unlike the clear message on penalizing spam-ming
via FAX, SMS and MMS media, Govern-ment
seemed to be very cautious in the area of email
spam. In his speech, Mr. Tsang had mentioned
several times the need to strike a balance between
the need to suppress [email] spam and the need to
enable legitimate
e-marketing activities. The Government’s aim was
“to work out a legislative framework which
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acceptable to different stakeholders before … the
legislation.”
PISA’s position on anti-spam legislation was that the law
should be made clear and practical to avoid over-broad
definition of spam that might crossfire legitimate
business promotion activities. PISA recommended to
adopt the “Opt-Out” approach and to limit scope of the
law to commercial mail only. It was a more moderate
approach that would have least adverse impact on the
business activities.
It is important to learn from experience of other
countries in the enactment of anti-spam law. Taking the
CAN-SPAM Act of USA as an example, there were
reports that the spammers abused the opt-out
(unsubscription) process to render anti-spam law
ineffective:
Recipient being forced to act against their free will,
when they must choose from certain menus to
unsubscribe.
Recipient being forced to interact more than mere-ly
confirming the unsubscription (e.g. answering a
survey or solving a puzzle)
Recipients being bombarded by pop-up advertisements of a web-based unsubscription mechanism.

International Cooperation
If we put anti-spamming in the international dimension,
we need to take into account mutual legal assistance
arrangements between Hong Kong and overseas
jurisdictions on extradition of offenders. The anti-spam
law should provide provisions to ease the handling of
spamming cases that (i) originated in Hong Kong and
impacting either local or oversea users, or (ii) originated
from other places but impacting local users.
Mr. Tsang mentioned a key step on global partnership the Commerce, Industry and Technology Bureau would
become one of the signatories of a Multilateral
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on Coopera-tion
in Countering Spam. The author support Govern-ment’s
move in this aspect. In PISA response to the
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consultation, we had put down “Hong Kong
government can take initiatives to build up relation-ship
(e.g. signing bilateral agreement or memorandum of
understanding) with mainland China and strategic
international business partner states to share inform-ation
and coordinate enforcement against cross-border SPAM
violations.”

Role of the United Nation
The Hong Kong anti-spam law would be part of the
global legislative effort against spamming. There are
obstacles to the adoption of anti-spam legislation in the
global perspective. Some countries just do not have the
resources to enact such legislation. The quality of
legislation of different countries varies and different
countries are taking fundamental different legislative
approaches. There are issues in oversea jurisdiction,
recognition and enforceability of legislation.
United Nation has a vital role to enact model law to
provide a standard to harmonize the anti-spam laws of
the member countries. U.N. can also play a role in
facilitating the enforcement of anti-spam law across the
border. For example, an international anti-spam
convention can greater reduce the cost of multilateral
negotiation. Under a multilateral conventional agreement,
signatory states or economic entities can share information, exchange evidence and coordinate enforcement
against cross-border spam violations with all other
convention countries.

Conclusion
Legislation is necessary, but far from sufficiency to
eliminate spams. Spamming does not only consume the
Internet band-width, system resources and impact the
productivity. Spamming is also a vehicle of phishing and
the spread of some worms. A successful war against
spamming can directly reduce the phishing attacks and
distribution of some worms – consequentially can reduce
cyber crimes and cyber attacks.
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This article specifically discusses some important RFCs
in relating to anti-spam and highlights some main points.
We will look at the relevant RFCs from these
perspectives:

(A) Introduction
Spam is a major problem on the Internet. Resolving
spam problem requires a combination of methods such as
legislation, technical controls, public awareness and
education. For those people who are serious about the
foundation issues of spam emails, they must look at the
technology infrastructure and anti-spam control practices
of today’s email system.

Major deficiencies of Internet email
standard relating to spam
Anti-Spam technical controls on
mail transfer agents

An authoritative source in providing Internet standards
and guidelines is the Request For Comments (RFC).
Some important best practices that are relating to antispam are also made available in RFCs.

Spam filtering language for spam
scanning tools
Guideline for ISPs

The Side Bar “RFCs related to Anti-Spam” gives a
useful list of RFCs that are referred in this article for
your quick reference.

Guideline for Internet Users
(Continued on next page)

Side Bar: RFCs relatd to Anti-Spam
What is RFC?
RFC is the common name for the rules and best practices ratified and published by Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). Different
types of RFCs exist, with categories such as blueprints on technical standards, or best practice for configuring and running system on
the Internet.

RFC #
RFC 706
RFC 821
RFC 822
RFC 1123
RFC 1855
RFC 2222
RFC 2505
RFC 2554
RFC 2635
RFC 2821
RFC 2822
RFC 3013
RFC 3028
RFC 3098
RFC 3207
RFC 3685
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Title
On the Junk Mail Problem
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (replaced by RFC2821)
Standard for ARPA Internet Text Messages (replaced by RFC2822)
Requirements for Internet Hosts -- Application and Support
Netiqette Guidelines
Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL)
Anti-Spam Recommendations for SMTP MTAs
SMTP Service Extension for Authentication
DON'T SPEW - A set of Guidelines for Mass Unsolicited Mailings and Postings (spam*)
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)
Internet Message Format
Recommended Internet Service Provider Security Services and Procedures
Sieve: A Mail Filtering Language
How to Advertise Responsibly Using E-Mail and Newsgroups
SMTP Service Extension for Secure SMTP over Transport Layer Security
SIEVE Email Filtering: Spamtest and VirusTest Extensions
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(B) Major Deficiencies of Internet
Email Standard Relating to Spam
Lack of effective Message Rejecting
Authorization Mechanism
As early as in 1975, the Internet was still not yet built up
and electronic messaging host only served for localized
communication, Internet pioneer Jon Postel has already
noticed the fundamental flaw of such
electronic messaging system. In RFC 706 “On the
Junk Mail Problem“, Jon foresaw that the lack of
mechanism for host to selectively refuse messages could
impose troubles to both local users and network
communication. The later Internet email system and
protocols inherited such design deficiency since they
have focused on the objective of delivering email
reliably and efficiently. Although the protocols take
account of rejecting message in some scenarios, they
didn’t include effective means for the recipient’s host to
authorize sender’s host and determine whether to accept
or reject a message from sending hosts.
Lack of Authentication Mechanism
Two important RFCs (RFC 821 and RFC 822) for email
framework were published in 1982. A number of email
related RFC were also published over years. RFC 821
“Simple Mail Transfer Protocol” laid the foundation for
SMTP. It describes SMTP model, procedures in
transferring mail reliably and efficiently, and the
command specifications with reply codes. However, it
has also planted loophole in helping the spam. In
particular, it allows sending of emails with-out prior
authentication of sender or email sending host. Such
deficiency leads to the results of allowing a person to
send email with a fake identity, as well as allowing
unauthorized use of other email servers. Because of this,
spammers can forge as other user in order to hide their
real identities in the email. Spammers can also connect
directly to others email server for relaying mails that will
trick a recipient into believing that the emails came from
somewhere else. It brings in the well-known open relay
problem. All these deficiencies increase difficulties of
tracing spammers. Even worse, someone can make use
of the
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weakness to send fake emails for deception.
In 2001, RFC 2821 “Simple Mail Transfer Protocol”
was published and it obsoletes RFC 821 while RFC 2822
“Internet Message Format” obsoletes RFC 822. RFC
2821 has included some other RFCs and practical
recommendations in addition to RFC 821. Rather than
addressing the authentication issues, RFC 2821 describes
the problem in its security consideration section and
suggests other methods such as end-to-end solution with
digital signatures to resolve the problem.

Open Relay feature
The relay of email servers is actually a feature designed
specifically in RFC 821. It was an essential feature in
earlier days where Internet connectivity had not yet welldeveloped and email sending to a destination host could
require one or more other servers’ assistances. In this
situation, a third-party relay server that is independent of
the sender and receiver acts as a trusting bystander and
helps to transfer email towards the destination. As
mentioned above, the use of third-party server as relay
does not require authentication. Spammers have used
such relay function for spamming in order to hide their
tracks and/or bypass some security controls established
in receiving sites. The innocent third-party server does
not only waste system resources and bandwidth to serve
the spammers’ requests but the server owner’s reputation
is being put at risk.

Tools for Directory Harvesting
Another issue is the VRFY (verify) and EXPN (expand)
commands defined in the command specification in RFC
821. VRFY can be used by sender to verify the existence
of a user or mailbox in the receiving end. EXPN can be
used to expand a given argument (e.g. username alias) as
list of membership and reveal all of the members’ email
addresses or even their full name. Both VRFY and
EXPN can be useful diagnosis tools for administrators.
However, spammers can also use them to obtain
information about user email account on target domains.
Such attack, namely a directory harvest or
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information about user email account on target domains.
Such attack, namely a directory harvest or
address harvest attack, allows spammers to gather
numerous valid email addresses for future spam. RFC
2821 still keeps these 2 commands while states the
relevant security considerations and suggestions on
protecting from spam. The implementation and
configurations of availability of these commands in mail
servers are left to the email vendors and site
administrators.

Lack of Encrypted Channel
Communication without encryption is also one of the
well-known deficiencies of SMTP. From anti-spam
perspective, even if authentication is added to SMTP, it
is still exposed to the threats of passwords sniffing and
unauthorized use of accounts.

(C) Anti-Spam Technical Controls
on Mail Transfer Agent
Mail Transfer Agent (MTA) is mail server with
application that receives emails from local users and
remote senders; and forwards emails to other servers for
delivery. MTA adopts SMTP in receiving and sending
emails and hence is inherited with the deficiencies
mentioned in section (B).

Mail
Sender

Mail Transfer
Agent

Domain Name
Server

1

these deficiencies and adding other technical controls in
MTA in order to help reducing spam.
One main source of this section is RFC 2505 “Anti-Spam
Recommendations for SMTP MTAs”. It was published in
1999 and it provides recommendations on
implementation with thorough discussion in order to
make the MTA more capable of reducing the
impact of spam. The spam problem will be much relaxed
if these recommendations are applied to most MTA. This
RFC helps MTA vendors in designing MTA that are
flexible enough to meet threats of spam. This and other
RFCs referred in this section can help administrators to
understand the underlying reasons in MTA designs and
also some configuration best practice for reducing the
impact of spam while at the same time minimizing the
chance of blocking legitimate emails.

Restrict unauthorized use as Mail Relay
The problem of mail open relay is discussed in section
(B). Since part of the mail header may contain forge
entries, RFC 2505 suggests that the MTA must be able to
control and refuse the relay usage based on the
combination of “RCPT To:” (intended recipient) and
SMTP_Caller (the host that connecting to MTA). Proper
open relay control can prevent the server to be abused by
spammers. RFC 2635 “DON’T SPEW – A set of
Guidelines for Mass Unsolicited Mailings and Postings
(spam*)” suggests that administrators should configure
MTA to reject relayed messages from unauthorized
sources. Nowadays most new version of MTA software
have disabled open relay as default setting but this
problem is still serious. Some possible reasons are:
servers are mis-configured; servers are using old MTA
software without disabling open relay (i.e. the default
setting); or those servers that were compromised or
exploited and has being turned into open relay.

SMTP

SMTP Authentication
Mail Transfer
Agent

POP /
IMAP..

One of the side effects of restricting mail relay by IP
address is that some legitimate users may fail to send
email when they are not obtaining the authorized IP
addresses. For example, when a staff carries a laptop
Mail
Receiver

This section talks aboutMailbox
RFCs that aim to addressing
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on a business trip and assume web mail is not available,
he may fail in sending email via his home country MTA.
It is because his laptop has obtained an IP address from a
third party ISP and such IP address is not within the
range of authorized list for relaying mail. A possible
solution is to allow MTA services to the users who are
authenticated regardless of the IP addresses they’re
using.
RFC 2222 “Simple Authentication and Security Layer
(SASL)” provides a method for adding authentication
support to Internet protocol and defines several
authentication mechanisms. It also includes an optional
security layer negotiation to protect subsequent protocol
interactions. RFC 2554 “SMTP Service Extension for
Authentication” is based on SASL and it defines an
authentication specifically for SMTP service with an
AUTH keyword extension. An SMTP client can indicate
an authentication mechanism to MTA, perform an
authentication protocol exchange with MTA to identify
the user, and optionally negotiate a security layer for
subsequent protocol interactions.
Today, SMTP authentication is supported in most mail
clients and mail server applications. A number of service
providers, free email providers and enterprises have
already implemented the SMTP authentication. It is one
of the most effective methods on preventing outbound
spamming especially when combined with some other
anti-spam techniques. However, it is not widely adopted.
One possible reason is the SMTP authentication is not
enabled by default in mail server application or it may
require installation of additional package. Another
reason is that it requires all end-users to change settings
in their email clients. The companies and service
providers which are currently providing email service
will require to inform and support all end-users for the
transition.

Encrypting SMTP connection
Even if SMTP authentication is implemented, there is
additional concern about disclosure of authenticated
information. Since the default SMTP connection has no
encryption, usernames and passwords are passed in
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unencrypted form for some SMTP authentication
mechanisms. It’s exposed to the threats of passwords
sniffing. Along with SMTP authentication, it is
important to apply encryption for the SMTP session.
RFC 3207 “SMTP Service Extension for Secure SMTP
over Transport Layer Security” describes SMTP service
extension and it allows an SMTP server and client to use
transport-layer security (TLS) to provide encrypted and
authenticated communi-cation over the Internet with
STARTTLS keyword. Such encryption prevents clear
text password passing through the network. Besides, any
SMTP server may refuse to relay messages based on
authentication results during the TLS negotiation.

Tracing Spam Path
Although spammers attempt to hide their track with
various techniques, there are ways to trace the mail path
back to them with the help of MTA. RFC 2505 suggests
that MTA must add a “Received:” line in the email no
matter it acts as a receiver of email or as a relay server.
Content of such line must contain suffi-cient information
such as IP address of caller, date & time. Details of the
line are specified in RFC 2822 and RFC 1123
“Requirements for Internet Hosts -- Application and
Support”. It is for assuring traceability from recipient
back to the sender’s system, together with all the MTA
along the path. RFC 2505 also recommends the MTA to
log all anti-relay and anti-spam actions, with information
such as time, refusal information and intended recipient
address.

Best Practice on Refusing Message
Ability to refuse spam message by MTA is important for
protecting from spam. RFC 2505 suggests that MTA
should be able to accept or refuse mail from a specific
host or from a group of hosts based on IP addresses, host
and domain names with wild card. MTA should also be
able to refuse to receive mail that having “MAIL From:”
argument with a specific user, a specific domain or an
invalid domain upon domain name verification with
DNS. The RFC also states the exceptions that MTA must
take care of in order to prevent blocking some legitimate
mails.
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In addition, RFC 2505 recommends that MTA should
have flexibility on providing return codes with
consideration of what to reply spammers and some
potential consequences. It allows administrators to
configure return codes according to their own policies.

SMTP VRFY and EXPN commands
The address harvesting problems of VRFY (verify) and
EXPN (expand) are discussed in earlier section. To
resolve them, RFC 2505 suggests that MTA should
control who is allowed to issue those commands with
either on/off setting or applying access control lists.

Rate Control
Typical end-user sends a few emails every several
minutes while spammer can send out hundreds or even
thousands of emails in a minute. RFC 2505 suggests that
MTA should provide tools for mail host to control the
rate of sending and receiving mail. It helps to slow down
both incoming and outgoing mail rate from particular
user or host. The rate control can be done by throttling
the TCP connections.

Other considerations
RFC 2505 also states some considerations in applying
controls in MTA such as the side effects of restricting
open relay, issues of central filtering influence to
individual users, as well as potential risk of denial of
service attack with the implemented controls.

(D) Spam Filtering Language for
Spam Scanning Tools
In addition to the technical controls mentioned in section
(C), it would be helpful to implement spam scanning
tools at the email gateway level or at the mail client ends
for filtering email for spam. A standard on filtering that
is independent of mail architecture and operating system
would be useful.
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There are standards on spam filtering language for
serving this purpose.
RFC 3028 “Sieve: A Mail Filtering Language” describes
a language for filtering emails at a mail client or mail
server that delivers emails into user’s mailbox. It enables
a simple and safe server-side filtering. It is independent
of access protocol, mail architecture and operating
system. Sieve scripts have been used in a number of
spam filtering systems, including some commercial
products, to filter spam. Recently, RFC 3685 “SIEVE
Email Filtering: Spamtest and VirusTest Extensions”
introduces 2 more Sieve filtering language extension:
“spamtest” and “virustest”. It assumes a Sieve script, no
matter having third-party spam checker or not, already
handles the spam checking. This “spamtest” extension
helps to provide a simple, portable command for generic
test that is independent of the underlying spam checker
in order to facilitate further actions on scored spam.

(E) Guidelines for Internet Service
Providers (ISPs)
Despite of the fact that ISP is a victim of spam, it also
plays a critical role in fighting against spam. While the
recommendations mentioned in section (C) and section
(D) are also suitable for ISP, this section states some
RFCs that are published specifically for ISP regarding
anti-spam.
RFC 2635 provides guidelines for ISP in dealing with
unsolicited mail (spam). ISP should decide its stance on
anti-spam and write a clear Acceptable Use Policy (AUP)
which states its position on mail abuse. Other
suggestions include limit access for dialup accounts to
prevent misuse, educate users how to react to spam, read
and use ‘postmaster’ and ‘abuse’ email accounts for
receiving and handling abuse complaints, write contracts
in a way to allow actions such as suspending offenders’
services if they are involved in spam.
In RFC 3013 “Recommended ISP Security Services and
Procedures”, it expresses the expectation of
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engineering community (represented by IETF) on ISP in
relating to security. In the introduction section, it states
“The community hopes to encourage ISPs to become
proactive in making security not only a priority, but
something to which they point with pride when selling
their service.” Some of the recommend-ations mentioned
above are also stated in this RFC, such as open relay
control, SMTP authentication, etc.. All ISPs should make
reference to this and other RFCs and take appropriate
plan and actions.

(F) Guidelines for Internet Users
RFC 1855 “Netiqette Guidelines” provides a minimum
set of guidelines for Network Etiquette (Netiqette) for
Internet users. It states the guidelines on sending mail,
using mailing lists and NetNews, including not to send
large amounts of unsolicited information to people, and
not to send off-topic unsolicited advertisement to mailing
list and News-groups. The later RFC 2635 is more
specific to spam. It explains what spam is and why it is
harmful in the Internetworking community. The main
factor is its unique cost model, in which the recipient is
expect-ed to share the cost of mailing by spammers. In
comparing to traditional paper mail, spammers can spend
much less to send electronic commercial mess-ages and
hence they sent more. Users need to pay for spam as
their mailboxes are full of junk mails, and also pay more
due to service providers need to up-grade mail
equipment and pass the costs to customers. It also
provides guidelines for users in dealing with spam. For
example, users may use mail filtering technology,
complaint the spam to administrators with full headers,
or report to www.abuse.net.

E-Mail and Newsgroups” is another relevant RFC that
was published for Internet users. It recommends best
practices and ways to use the Internet in advert-ising
products. It states “This memo offers useful suggestions
for responsible advertising techniques that can be used
via the internet in an environment where the advertiser,
recipients, and the Internet Community can coexist in a
productive and mutually respectful fashion.” It is a
“MUST read” for marketer and advertiser.

(G) Conclusion
Spam is still a growing problem even we have Internet
standards, guidelines, as well as many other techniques
developed by vendors of email or anti-spam utilities. It
doesn’t mean that these techniques are not useful.
Instead, they have played important roles in fighting
against spam and reducing its impact. As RFC 2505
states that it is not expected its suggest-ions to be the
final solution but it could help in allow-ing more time to
develop a more long term solution. In recent years, many
groups have submitted promis-ing technical papers to
IETF for consideration to publish as new RFC. Some of
the well-known proposals focus on authenticating or
verifying the sender’s domain with additional
information in DNS. The article “Domain Validation in
Anti-SPAM” in this journal can give you more
information.
It is still unknown to us that how far these new techniques can help in anti-spam. In any case, the support
from email system owners could be one of the success
factors for these anti-spam solutions. Last but not least,
solutions of non-technical aspects are also cru-cial and
we should not overlook their importance.

RFC 3098 “How to Advertise Responsibly Using
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What is Domain Validation?

Who will benefit?

Domain validation is an Anti-SPAM technology aiming
to allow the mail recipient to clarify if the mail is from
an authorized mail server of the sender’s domain.
Domain validation enable system can verify the contents
of the “From” field of a mail. If a mail is sent with a
spoofed mail server of the sender address, the recipients
can detect such mail and classify these messages as a
suspicious spam mail. Therefore, domain validation can
provide an objective method to recognize whether the
mail is a forgery or not.

A successful deployment of the domain validation
scheme can benefit the whole Internet community by
reducing network bandwidth wastage, reducing mail
system storage requirements and increase user
productivity.
Compared to individual user authentication, such as
digital signature, the domain validation is simpler for the
administrator as only a few mail gateways (or MTA),
domain name servers need to be configured.

Why domain validation is useful to
filter spam mail?

The technology is transparent to the end users who don’t
need to bother with the mail classification because the
spam mail is tagged or filtered before arriving in their
mailbox.

The domain validation is useful because most spammers
are not willing to be traced. To hide their real address,
spammers are used to send spam mail from a mail
gateway with enabled open relay (most likely it is
misconfigured) and with a spoofed sender address.

The domain owner also gains the benefit of a responsible
reputation when mail from its domain can be validated.
The resources spent on handling the spam mail query
from end users can also be saved. The quality of service
can be improved too.

Another reason for using a spoofed sender address is to
gain the recipients’ trust to open the mail. This is
especially true in the case of scam email in phishing
attacks. When the recipient opens the spam mail, the
spammer has achieved partial success.

Where to deploy the domain
validation system?
The domain validation is a technology deployed at the
mail gateway (or the mail transfer agent, i.e. MTA) that
is maintained by the mail server administrator. The
administrator can carry out several operations on the
suspicious spam mail at the mail gateway – either
terminating the mail connection with the sending server,
or quarantine the mail, or deliver it with a tag. Usually,
tagging is a more practical approach, since mail
recipients are the best party to classify the spam mail,
without a danger to drop any important mail.

The Current Status
There are several proposals from the service providers.
Three major technologies are the Sender Policy
Framework (SPF), Sender ID by Microsoft and
DomainKeys by Yahoo. Three technologies are aiming
to verify an e-mail sender's identity.
SPF checks the source IP address of incoming mail and
then verifies if the address is valid via a DNS query. It is
a domain level authentication technology and
implemented on the MTAs. SPF records are added to
the DNS. Figure 1 shows the operational flow of SPF.
Sender ID is a combination of Microsoft’s caller ID
technology and the SPF. The caller ID part is
implemented on the application (i.e. Microsoft Outlook,
Outlook Express and Exchange) for checking the mail
sender address at the user level.
Domain Keys is using cryptography technology. A
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Domain Validation in
Anti-SPAM

1

Figure 1. Flow Diagram of Sender Policy Framework (SPF)
5
Mail
Sender A

SPF is published on the DNS of
Domain A.
MTA-1 is the sole mail gateway
authenticated to send mail for Domain
A users.

Spammer

1

Domain A has
deployed SPF

DNS

MTA-1

MTA-3 queries DNS for a
list of authenticated mail
gateway of Domain A.

MTA-2

Spammer sends a spoofed email
(claiming from Sender A) to
Recipient B via an open relay
MTA-2.

4
6
2

DNS of Domain A returns
the list. MTA-3 check if
MTA-2 is on the list.
MTA-3 learns that MTA-2 is not an
authenticated mail gateway of Domain A. It
either terminates the mail connection, or
tags the mail as suspicious and passes to
Recipient B.

7

Mail
Recipient B

3
MTA-3 is SPF aware

pair of public key and private key is used to identify the
mail sender at the domain level. It allows the receiving
e-mail system uses a public key to validate a private-key
signature in the incoming message.

comments from ISPs, vendor and mail services
providers. The FTC had issued a “National Do Not
Email Registry Report to Congress” report before the
summit.

Both Microsoft and Yahoo had submitted their proposals to IETF to gain the Internet standard approval.
However, IETF had disbanded its working group of
Microsoft’s Sender ID proposal in mid-September 2004.
According to the announcement, the working group has
encountered an intellectual property rights problem to a
part of the proposal. At the same time, AOL announced
to withdraw support for Sender ID.

It has been identified that
“…the domain-level authentication as a promising
technological development that would enable Internet
Service Providers (‘‘ISPs’’) and other domain holders to
better filter spam, and that would provide law
enforcement with a potent tool for locating and
identifying spammers. The Report concluded that the
Commission could play an active role in spurring the
market’s development, testing, evaluation, and
deployment of domain-level authentication systems.”
(source: http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/workshops/eauthentication/index.htm)

In mid November 2004, Yahoo had deployed the
DomainKeys in its free mail services. Later, the technology was also adopted by GMail to combat against the
spam mail.
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and the
Department of Commerce’s National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) of United State had
hosted an Email Authentication Summit in November
2004. The summit aimed to gather proposals and
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Spam mail arrives MTA-3.

MTA-3

Although the industry standard is still being formulat-ed,
the spam mail is decreasing in recent few months. One
of the reasons is the Anti-Spam Technical Alliance
(ASTA) against the spammer by the lawsuits. It makes
the spamming business less attractive. ვ
 copyright Kent Kwan, 2005 
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ࡑ݃ሽၡ ֚ෑಳ᠋

1

១إଥ (Bernard Kan) CISSP GCIA GCIH CWSP

PISA

Program Committee
ृࠌشԫ ˦̃˴̀˔̆̆˴̆̆˼́ ऱ܍၄ࡑ݃ሽၡመៀ
ຌٙΔ ނՕપˌˈʸऱࡑ݃ሽၡመៀൾΔڶߩߩֲޢ
ڍۍԲۍଡΔ࠻࠻ʿʳ෯Χ܀ृ࢙ྥუࠩΔشאױመ
ៀࢬऱࡑ݃ሽၡࠄ։࣫Δࢨאױᇞެࡑ݃ሽ
ၡംᠲࠐԫࠄඔقΔ࣍ਢ፹ૡԱאՀ۩೯ֱூΚ
˄ˁʳঅژመៀࢬऱࡑ݃ሽၡ܂։࣫ش
˅ˁʳگႃߩജऱࡑ݃ሽၡᑌء৵Δൕˢ̈̇˿̂̂˾ʳ˘̋̃̅˸̆̆
Ⴊڗ֮ࠩנᚾூ
ˆˁʳڇႪנऱ֮ڗᚾூխڶࢬנބ࿇࣋ࡑ݃ሽၡऱ
˜ˣܿۯ
ˇˁʳൕ˜ˣڇࢬנބܿۯऱഏ୮چΔګอૠቹ।
ᏰʴʴʳړᅀʴʴʳլࢢΖݺઌॾᦰृءݙᒧ֮ີ৵Δפ
ԺԫࡳᄎࢬڶᏺၞΔृᦰृڜᇘԱ
˦̃˴̀˔̆̆˴̆̆˼́ ࡉ ˣ˘˥˟ʳߢᇞ࿓ڤΖ
ڶΛ߷ױऄԱΔᦰृഄڶᅲณʿʳृ৻ᑌ
ԱΖ

ޡᨏ˄Κگႃࡑ݃ሽၡ
ृڇˢ̈̇˿̂̂˾ʳ˘̋̃̅˸̆̆ᏺףԫଡ ܂Ϙ˦̃˴̀ʳ
˦˴̀̃˿˸̆ϙ ऱᚾூ݈Δ٦ࡳԫයመៀࡑ݃ሽၡऱ
Ϙˠ˸̆̆˴˺˸ʳ˥̈˿˸ϙΰڕՀቹαΔ݃ࡑނሽၡჺฝࠩ
Ϙ˦̃˴̀ʳ˦˴̀̃˿˸̆ϙ ऱᚾூ݈խΖ

ृર֨چଢԱԶ֚ΔࡺྥگႃԱԫՏնڍۍଡࡑ݃ሽ
ၡΔ ֚ؓ݁ޢԲڍۍଡΜ
ޡᨏ2ΚႪ݃ࡑנሽၡ֮ࠩڗᚾூ
ृڇhttp://www.mailnavigator.com/MNavi18.exeՀሉڜ
ᇘMailNavigator ຌٙΔ ނOutlook Express ऱሽၡᚾூᙁ
ڗ֮ګנᚾூΖMailNavigatorऱᑌਢຍᑌऱΚ

ᙇᖗ ʵ˙˼˿˸Æ ˟̂˴˷ʳ˘̋̇˸̅́˴˿ʳˠ˴˼˿˵̂̋Ξʵʿʳ נބʵ˦̃˴̀ʳ˦˴̀̃˿˸̆Ϙ
ᚾூ݈ऱۯᆜΖ˪˼́˅˃˃˃ʳࢨ ˪˼́˫ˣ ڇױ֪ش
ʵ˖ˍ˯ˏʸ˪˜ˡ˗˜˥ʸˑ˯˔̃̃˿˼˶˴̇˼̂́ʳ˗˴̇˴˯˜˷˸́̇˼̇˼˸̆˯̎˻˸̋ʳ
˶̂˷˸̆̐˯ˠ˼˶̅̂̆̂˹̇˯ˢ̈̇˿̂̂˾ʳ˘̋̃̅˸̆̆˯ʵʳࠩބΔຍᇙ ̎˻˸̋ʳ˶̂˷˸̆̐ʳਢ
ԫۭԼքၞۯᒳᒘΖ
ႪԵࢬڶሽၡࠩ ˠ˴˼˿ˡ˴̉˼˺˴̇̂̅ ৵Δᙇ࠷ ʵˠ˸̆̆˴˺˸ტ ˦˸˿˸˶̇ʳ
˔˿˿ʵʿʳ٦ᙇʵˠ˸̆̆˴˺˸ Æ ˦˴̉˸ʳ˔̆ΞʵΰڕՀቹαΔނሽၡᙁࠩנ
ԫଡՠؾ܂ᙕխΔᚾூ࠷ ټʵˠ˸̆̆˴˺˸Ϙ Δᣊীਢ ʵ˧˸̋̇ʳ
˹˼˿˸Ϙ ΔࠩຍᇙΔݺଚա݃ࡑڶࢬނפګሽၡᑌءᙁ۟נԫ
ଡ֮ڗᚾխΖ

ޡᨏ3Κנބ࿇࣋ࡑ݃ሽၡऱIPܿۯ
ԫՀଶթႪנऱ Message.txt ᚾூऱׂΖ

------------=_3FB4E69A.3C9C0000
Content-Type: message/rfc822; x-spam-type=original
Content-Description: original message before SpamAssassin
Content-Disposition: attachment
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
Return-Path: <vqh799hbo@pu.carnet.hr>
Received: from pcp03966768pcs.dalect01.va.comcast.net

([68.48.23.129])
by imsm062dat.netvigator.com
(InterMail vM.5.01.06.05 nnn-nnn-nnn-nnn-nnn-nnnnnnn) with SMTP
id
<20031114104023.GLYW24219.imsm062dat.netvigator.com@pcp0396676
8pcs.dalect01.va.comcast.net>;
Fri, 14 Nov 2003 18:40:23 +0800
Received: from [14.204.162.5] by pcp03966768pcs.dalect01.va.comcast.net
with ESMTP id 4FE7F9ACCF6; Fri, 14 Nov 2003 05:33:07 -0500
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“Return-Path:”ਢԫଡࡑ݃ሽၡऱၲࡨΔՀ૿߷ԫ۩।قሽ
ၡਢ طIP ܿۯ68.48.23.129 ႚಬࠩ (netvigator.com) ԫଡ
 imsm062dat ऱᖲխΖຍᑌࠐΔ݃ࡑڶࢬנބ
ሽၡࠐᄭऱIPܿۯΔݺଚᐊԫ࿓ڤΔ ނMessage.txt
ᚾூᦰ۩ޢၞࠐΔሖࠩ “Return-Path:“ ழΔঁൕኙՀԫ۩
(ࢨࠟ۩)խބ༈ ”[” ֗ “]” ڗցΔխၴץထऱঁਢݺଚऱ
IPܿۯԱΖאՀऱ PERL ࿓“ ڤgetip1.pl”, ঁݺګݙאױଚ
უऱࠃൣΖ
ʶʴ˂̈̆̅˂˵˼́˂̃˸̅˿

1

ޡᨏ4ΚڶࢬנބIPڇࢬܿۯऱഏ୮چΔګอૠቹ।

յᜤጻՂڶԫጟࣚ೭ whoisΔאױᇬIPܿۯऱᖑڶ
ृΕچ Εഏ୮ࡉᜤᇷறΖڇUnixߓอՂ༉ऴ൷ڶ
ԫଡࡎח whois אױച۩ຍଡפ౨ΔݺଚאՂቹխ່
৵ԫଡ IP ܿۯ66.66.249.3 ࠏΔאՀਢൕ Linux ߓอՂ
ച۩ whois ऱ࣠Ζຘመᇬ࣍ۯભഏऱwhois.arin.net 
ᖲ, 66.66.249.3 IPࠐܿۯ᥆࣍ԫၴ“ Road Runner” ऱ
ᖲዌ, ࣍ۯભഏ (US) ऱ Herndon, ္ދڶऱᇩאױሽၡࠩ
abuse@rr.com ճճΖ

ʶʳၲլࠩᚾʿঁʵڽʵԱ
˷˼˸ʳʵ˖˴́́̂̇ʳ̂̃˸́ʳˠ˸̆̆˴˺˸ˁ̇̋̇ʵʳ˼˹ʳʻʴ̂̃˸́ʻ˙ʿʵˠ˸̆̆˴˺˸ˁ̇̋̇ʵʼʼˎʳʳ
ʶʳૹԫ۩ԫ۩ऱᦰ
̊˻˼˿˸ʻˏ˙ˑʼʳ̎
̂́˸˲̆̃˴̀ʻʼʳ˼˹ʳʻ˂˱˥˸̇̈̅́ˀˣ˴̇˻˂ʼˎʳʳʶʳၲᙰਢ ʵ˥˸̇̈̅́ˀˣ˴̇˻Ϙ
ঁച۩̂́˸˲̆̃˴̀
̐
˶˿̂̆˸ʻ˙ʼˎʳ

ʶʳᣂຨᚾூʿʳޔˁ

̆̈˵ʳ̂́˸˲̆̃˴̀ ̎
ʷ̇˻˼̆˲˿˼́˸ːˏ˙ˑˎʳ
ʶʳᦰၞኙՀԫ۩
ʷ́˸̋̇˲˿˼́˸ːˏ˙ˑˎʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʶʳ٦ᦰڍኙՀԫ۩
ʷ˲ːʷ̇˻˼̆˲˿˼́˸ˁʷ́˸̋̇˲˿˼́˸ˎʳʳʳʶʳ۩ࠟނದࠐ

̐

˼˹ʳʻ˂˱˥˸˶˸˼̉˸˷ˍ˂ʼʳ̎ʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʶʳ࣠ڕၲᙰਢ ʵ˥˸˶˸˼̉˸˷ˍʵʳऱᇩˁˁˁ
ʷ˻˸˴˷ː̅˼́˷˸̋ʻʷ˲ʿʵˮʵʼˎʳʳʳʳʳʳʶʳנބʵˮʵऱۯᆜ
ʷ̇˴˼˿ː̅˼́˷˸̋ʻʷ˲ʿʵ˰ʵʼˎʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʶʳנބʵ˰ʵऱۯᆜ
ʷ˼̃ː̆̈˵̆̇̅ʻʷ˲ʿʷ˻˸˴˷ʾ˄ʿʷ̇˴˼˿ˀʷ˻˸˴˷ˀ˄ʼˎʳ
ʶʳނխၴऱ˜ˣࠐנࢼܿۯ
̃̅˼́̇ʳʵʷ˼̃˯́ʵˎʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʶʳ˜ނˣנٱܿۯ
̐

ᦰृؚၲಖࠃءΔނ࿓ڤᅃထᙁԵঁ۩ԱΔ׳ᢰ“#”ၲ
ࡨਢုᇞ, אױլᙁԵΖรԫ۩ “#!/usr/bin/perl”ਢPERLش
࣍Unix ᣊীߓอழشऱΔᅝ PERL ਢሎ۩࣍Windows խΔ
אױլᙁԵΔլመΔृ৬ᤜঅఎ،Δאঅژ࿓ڤऱױ᥋
ࢤΖ
ृᦰ࣠ڕऱPERLᇞ࿓ڜڤᇘإᒔऱᇩ, ຍழחࡎڇᑓ
ڤՀؚ࿓ڤऱټጠ “getip1.pl” ਊ<Enter>Δ࿓ױঁڤച
۩ΔᦰृᄎߠࠩԫՕIPࠐנق᧩ܿۯΖ

ឈྥWindowsࠀࠎ༼ڶwhoisऱࡎחΔ܀ਢݺଚ֫אױ
شPERLߢ១ऱકԫଡwhoisࡎࠐנחΜଫΔբڶছᔘ
ԳᐊԱwhoisᑓิΔચڇյᜤጻՂPERLߢऱ࿓ڤխ
ՀሉᑓิΔ࣋ࠩ c:\perl\lib\Net\Whoisؾᙕխঁࠌאױ
شΔޡᨏڕՀΚ
 شIE Հሉ whois ᑓิΚ
http://search.cpan.org/src/BSCHMITZ/Net-Whois-IP0.45/IP.pm
" شSave As…"Δނᑓิ࿓ڤփ୲Δ"אText File" ᣊীΔᚏ
࣍ژ
"c:\perl\lib\Net\Whois\IP.pm" ᚾூխΔؾ࣠ڕᙕխڶ
Whois ؾᙕ, ঁ۞աᄅᏺԫଡΖאՀঁਢݺଚאPERLᐊګ
ऱwhois ࡎחΚ

ʶʴ˂̈̆̅˂˵˼́˂̃˸̅˿
̈̆˸ʳˡ˸̇ˍˍ˪˻̂˼̆ˍˍ˜ˣ ̄̊ʻ̊˻̂˼̆˼̃˲̄̈˸̅̌ʼˎʳʳʳʶʳঁ̆˼̂˻˪شᑓิ
̀̌ʳʷ˼̃ʳːʳʷ˔˥˚˩ˮ˃˰ˎʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʶʳൕࡎ۩חխᦰԵ˜ˣܿۯ
̀̌ʳʷ̅˸̆̃̂́̆˸ʳːʳ̊˻̂˼̆˼̃˲̄̈˸̅̌ʻʷ˼̃ʼˎʳʳʳʶʳࡅ̆˼̂˻̊ᑓิ
˹̂̅˸˴˶˻ ʻ̆̂̅̇ʳ˾˸̌̆ʻʸ̎ʷ̅˸̆̃̂́̆˸̐ʼʳʼʳ̎ʳʳʳʳ
̃̅˼́̇ʳʵʷ˲ʳːʳʷ̅˸̆̃̂́̆˸ˀˑ̎ʷ˲̐ʳ˯́ʵˎʳʳʳʳʳʳʶʳ۩ޢނᇷற٨ࠐנٱ
̐
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㸠whois.plੑҸⱘ㌤ᵰ˖

٦ച۩getip2ழঁຑIPࢬܿۯऱഏ୮ԫದ٨ٱΖ

Աֱঁ, ݺଚຍଡࡎחΔࠌࢬڶᙁנᐊ֮ࠩڗ
ᚾூip_country.txtխΖ
getip2.pl > ip_country.txt <Enter>

៥ݡץ㌤ড়getip1.pl  whois.pl ᓣˈᆿ៤getip2.pl:

࠻࠻, ߩߩ۩Աࠟଡڍ՛ழթބᏘԫՏնڍۍଡIPۯ
ܿऱࢬڇഏ୮!! ނᇷறႪԵExcelխΔࠩאՀ
࣠Δ٦ނᇷறګอૠႽ堿Ζ

ʶʴ˂̈̆̅˂˵˼́˂̃˸̅˿
̈̆˸ʳˡ˸̇ˍˍ˪˻̂˼̆ˍˍ˜ˣ ̄̊ʻ̊˻̂˼̆˼̃˲̄̈˸̅̌ʼˎঁ̆˼̂˻˪شᑓิ
˷˼˸ʳʵ˖˴́́̂̇ʳ̂̃˸́ʳˠ˸̆̆˴˺˸ˁ̇̋̇ʵʳ˼˹ʳʻʴ̂̃˸́ʻ˙ʿʵˠ˸̆̆˴˺˸ˁ̇̋̇ʵʼʼˎʳʳ
ʶʳၲլࠩᚾʿঁʵڽʵԱ
̊˻˼˿˸ʻˏ˙ˑʼʳ̎ʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ
ʶʳૹԫ۩ԫ۩ऱᦰ
̂́˸˲̆̃˴̀ʻʼʳ˼˹ʳʻ˂˱˥˸̇̈̅́ˀˣ˴̇˻˂ʼˎʳʳʳʳʳ
ʶʳၲᙰਢ ʵ˥˸̇̈̅́ˀˣ˴̇˻ʵঁച۩̂́˸˲̆̃˴̀
̐
˶˿̂̆˸ʻ˙ʼˎʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʶʳᣂຨᚾூʿʳޔˁ
̆̈˵ʳ̂́˸˲̆̃˴̀ ̎
ʷ̇˻˼̆˲˿˼́˸ːˏ˙ˑˎʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʶʳᦰၞኙՀԫ۩
ʷ́˸̋̇˲˿˼́˸ːˏ˙ˑˎʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʶʳ٦ᦰڍኙՀԫ۩
ʷ˲ːʷ̇˻˼̆˲˿˼́˸ˁʷ́˸̋̇˲˿˼́˸ˎʳʳʶʳ۩ࠟނದࠐ
˼˹ʳʻ˂˱˥˸˶˸˼̉˸˷ˍ˂ʼʳ̎ʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʶڕၲᙰਢʵ˥˸˶˸˼̉˸˷ˍʵऱᇩ
ʷ˻˸˴˷ː̅˼́˷˸̋ʻʷ˲ʿʵˮʵʼˎʳʳʳʳʶʳנބʵˮʵऱۯᆜ
ʷ̇˴˼˿ː̅˼́˷˸̋ʻʷ˲ʿʵ˰ʵʼˎʳʳʳʳʳʳʶʳנބʵ˰ʵऱۯᆜ
ʶʳނխၴऱ˜ˣࠐנࢼܿۯ
ʷ˼̃ː̆̈˵̆̇̅ʻʷ˲ʿʷ˻˸˴˷ʾ˄ʿʷ̇˴˼˿ˀʷ˻˸˴˷ˀ˄ʼˎ
̃̅˼́̇ʳʵʷ˼̃ʳʵˎʳ
ʷ̅˸̆̃̂́̆˸ʳːʳ̊˻̂˼̆˼̃˲̄̈˸̅̌ʻʷ˼̃ʼˎʳʳʶʳࡅ̆˼̂˻̊ᑓิ
˹̂̅˸˴˶˻ ʻ̆̂̅̇ʳ˾˸̌̆ʻʸ̎ʷ̅˸̆̃̂́̆˸̐ʼʳʼʳ̎
ʶʳ̌̅̇́̈̂˖ނऱᇷற٨ࠐנٱ
̃̅˼́̇ʳʵʷ̅˸̆̃̂́̆˸ˀˑ̎ʷ˲̐ʵʳ˼˹ʳʻ˂ˮ˖˶˰̂̈́̇̅̌˂ʼˎʳʳ

̐
̐

̐

̃̅˼́̇ʳʵ˯́ʵˎʳʳʶʳང۩
(14䷕㑠)
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John Tung CISSP

PISA

Program Committee
Spam is a global issue that each company wants to find
ways to tackle it efficiently. There are so many antispam solutions in the market and it becomes a difficult
task to select good candidates for evaluation. In this
article, we would like to explore the criteria when
selecting anti-spam solutions.

Deployment Strategies
First of all, we have to understand different deployment
strategies in the market. Although there are plenty of
anti-spam solutions, they normally fall into three
categories. They have implication on the licensing model
and ongoing supporting costs.

service. We do not bother to install any software or
hardware in your computing environment. What you
have to do is to modify the mail exchange (MX) record
in your DNS server to route the incoming messages to
the managed service provider who do the anti-spam
filtering before delivering to your own email systems.
The most significant benefit is that no capital investment
is required for new hardware or software and you can
withdraw or scale up when you need. . Your
management overhead moves from technical
management to vender service level management. Also
pay attention to whether the service is for inbound only
or bidirectional. Further-more, you have to consider data
confidentiality and integrity issues when routing
corporate email to a third party.

Software
We have to prepare your hardware and operating system
in order to run this kind of anti-spam solution. When you
consider this type, we have to be aware of the IT
administration overhead to manage the software together
with hardening the operating system regularly to
strengthen the security. This type of solution normally
charges per user license. If your user base is large, the
license cost will be significant. Note that subscription fee
is required to update the spam signature or blacklist.
Appliance
It is a black box coming with an appliance with a
hardened operating system running the anti-spam
software. The advantage is that we do not need to spend
time to manage the machine and the operating system
which reduces the IT administration cost. Also, some
solutions may be charged by the appliance itself instead
of the number of users. For companies with a large user
base, there will be significant cost reduction when
compared with the software solution. However, you have
to check on this point. As a remark, you cannot save the
subscription fee in the appliance approach.
Managed Mail Filtering Services
This solution is considered to be an out-sourcing
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Anti-SPAM Solution Performance
Metrics
Secondly, we have to define the selection criteria during
evaluation of different anti-spam solutions. There are
three most important metrics to measure the success of
the products.
The first one is the hit rate. It is the ratio in percentage of
the number of SPAM successfully detected out of total
number of messages being tested. If the solution gets the
higher hit rate, it means that the solution is capable of
identify the SPAM efficiently.
The second one is the false positive rate. It is calculated
by the number of messages wrongly regarded as SPAM
by the solution divided by the total number of testing
messages. The lower this ratio, the better the solution
handles the SPAM. For a good anti-spam solution, it
should be high hit rate and low false positive rate.
The last metric is the system performance. It determines
how much size of messages per second is processed.
Even there is an anti-spam solution with extremely high
hit rate with nearly zero false positive rate, the
processing time is too much which dampens
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Selecting an Anti-SPAM
Solution

the performance of the e-mail system. Users will reject
such solution because it affects the productivity.

Anti-SPAM Solution Features
Lastly, when we evaluate the solutions, we have eye on
the features. Those features include technologies used to
fight against SPAM, the ease of managing the solution
and the reporting feasibility.
As a rule of thumb, successful anti-SPAM solution today
have to take the “cocktail approaches”. Solution that
offers only a single technology or algorithm just cannot
succeed.
Filtering based on Source includes black-list and whitelist. An updated source of public blacklist is important to
maximize the hit rate and reduce the false positives.
Filtering based on Content is usually statistical in
nature. Usually the Bayesian filter is used. The headache
is Bayesian filters are as strong as the training. If you
pilot run a solution, you may find that there are missed
spam or contrary false positive. You have to note how
easy it is to train the filter to learn from the mistake.
Bayesian filter accuracy can be greatly impacted by
spammers with tricks in content. Current Anti-SPAM
technologies have incorporated

1

trick detection and filtering technology to compensate.
Customization is also important to an anti-SPAM
solution. SPAM is a very personalized matter. One email
can be SPAM to a person but valuable information to
another. So a solution that allows user to specify
personal rule is more adaptable to multi-user
environment. Any aspect of customization is allowing
user to define action to handle SPAM – deletion,
quarantine or tagging-only.
Management Reporting provides important information
on the amount of production email versus SPAM, the
source and destination of SPAM, the hit rate and false
positive rate, the effectiveness of different blacklists.
Some may provide information on directory harvesting
to give you an alert. You can fine tune your system of
plan response action with the valuable information.

Pilot Testing
In order to understand more the evaluated products, it is
recommended you pilot run the solution with select- ed
users. You can have better idea of the performance
metrics of the product and the ease of use. Remember,
Anti-SPAM software and boxes look very alike. It is
only after using it in your specific environment that you
can distinguish them.
 copyright John Tung, 2005 

ʻՂᥛร˄˅ʼ
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Program Committee - a platform for you to contribute and to develop yourself

PISA Program Uniqueness

Program Committee

The PISA program calendar is fully filled with attractive
events, from seminar, workshops to visits. PISA
programs are recognized by (ISC)2 in the CPE
submission.

What is Program Committee?

Many PISA programs are prepared by our fellow
members for our fellow members. Our programs feature
high quality with strong hands-on sessions. Furthermore,
we do not charge any fee in PISA organized seminars.

Program Committee is a working committee set up by
EXCO on a yearly basis to assist PISA program
development. Program Committee members are
organized in project groups.

Who can join the Program Committee?
Any PISA member, regardless of membership class can
join, provided they commit to deliver in PISA projects or
programs.

Program Calendar 2004-05
The list of programs in the past 12 months can best
illustrate the above citations.

How to join the
Program
Committee?
Please contact the
Program Directors for a
list of programs and the
procedure to join.
Event Type

Event

Month

Visit: Poly U Biometrics Research Lab
School Security Self-Assessment Seminar
Computer Forensics Demo Seminar
Annual Dinner
Information Security Summit 2004
Phishing Exposed Demo Seminar
Expert Evidence and Expert Witness
Anti-Spam Technologies Analyzed
ITFC Election Forum
PISA Cafe
.Net Framework Security Seminar
Information Security and Auditing Seminar
BCP Crisis Simulatoin Workshop
Visit: HK Police Forensics Laboratory

Feb-05
Jan-05
Jan-05
Jan-05
Nov-04
Nov-04
Sep-04
Aug-04
Aug-04
Jun-04
May-04
Mar-04
Mar-04
Feb-04

PISA Speakers
External Speakers
Hands-on Demonstration or Exercise
Visits
Networking

Event Fee

Alan Ho
alan.ho@pisa.org.hk

Antony Ma
antony.ma@pisa.org.hk
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Free-of-Charge to members

Behind the Successful Program
It is not only a strong EXCO to push the programs.
Definitely the strong Program Committee is a major
contributory factor. In the past years, 40% of the
members had been involved in the delivery of the
programs. Such high participation is a record!

What Projects are available to join?
The projects and programs are determined by the EXCO
with the program committee members every year.
This year, a tentative list of projects and programs has
been listed, e.g. Computer Forensics, Mobile Security,
Prelude IDS, E-Commerce Security, Honeynet Study,
XML and Web Services Security, Security SelfAssessment for Education Sector … and more.
Three sub-committees are also formed.
Committee
Web &
Infrastructure
Committee
Public Policy
Committee
Editorial
Committee

Functions
-

Support new w eb server
Design member only session
Security Monitoring of w eb server
Give comment on govt/ info-sec related policy
Participate in forums

- Publish PISA Journal
- Photography
- Design promotion materials

Can I suggest new programs?
Yes, please! This is most welcomed. The EXCO is open
to any suggestions. Please just contact our Program
Directors.
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Snapshot
We Share, We Progress.
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Annual Dinner (Jan-2005)
Hon. Sin Chung Kai, ITFC Legislator Councilor giving
a speech to warm the dinner.
We also have our friends from AiTLE, BS7799 IUG
(HK), HKCS ISSG, ISSA and WTIA as guests.

AGM and Theme Seminar:
Expert Evidence and Expert
Witness (Sep-2004)
Speakers:
Mr. David Leung, Chairperson of Information Security
and Forensics Society

Seminar:
Anti-Spam Technologies Analyzed
(Aug-2004)
PISA Speakers:
Mr. John Tung (1st from top)
Ms. Lydia Chan (2nd from top)
Mr. Kent Kwan (3rd from top)
Mr. Wayne Tam (2nd from bottom left)
Mr. S.C. Leung (3rd from bottom left)
Mr. Billy Ngan (4th from bottom left)
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Seminar:
Computer Forensics (Jan-2005)
Speakers:
Mr. Lewis Tse from ISFS (1st from top left)
Mr. Norman Pan from PISA (2nd from top left)
Mr. Sang Young from PISA (3rd from top left)

Seminar:
Phishing Exposed (Aug-2004)
PISA Speakers:
Mr. Bernard Kan (2nd from left)
Mr. Alan Lam (3rd from left)
Mr. S.C. Leung (4th from left)

Visit:
Hong Kong Police Force Forensics
Laboratory (Feb-2004)
HK Police Force Speaker:
Mr. Collins Leung, Acting Chief Inspector of Police
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We Exchange. We Collaborate.

Biometrics Research Centre,
Polytechnics University Visit
(Feb-2005)
Mr. Michael Wong of the Biometrics Research
Centre delivered a talk on the leading researches
of their centre.

Michael demonstrated the palmprint
authentication system. “This system was
often confused with the hand geometry
system. Our research on palmprint is
pioneer in this field”, he said.

Just
Just
Completed
Completed

Next Change
Date: 12-Mar-2004 (Sat)
Time: 2:00-5:00pm
Venue:
Cisco Training Room,
Great Eagle Centre,
Harbour Road, Wanchai
Speakers:
Mr. Jim Shek (PISA)
Mr. Raymond Chu (Cisco)
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Our achievement is not counted by our resources, but our commitment to our vision.

First Discussion Paper on the
Information Security Development
of Hong Kong

Response to the OFTA Consultation to Contain the Problem of
Unsolicited Electronic Messages

PISA and several other information security groups in
Hong Kong had jointly submitted a Discussion Paper on
the Development of Information Security to the Digital
21 Strategy Advisory Committee of the HKSAR
Government in January 2005. The Paper listed the Top
Ten Information Security Issues:

PISA formulated a response to the OFTA consultation in
October 2004. In the paper, PISA proposed that a
successful anti-spam strategy have to be a combin-ation
of measures in five perspectives including (1) legislation,
(2) technical measures, (3) industry part-nerships, (4)
education and (5) international cooper-ation.

1. Role of Government
2. Communication and Consultation
3. IT Governance and Information Security Standards
4. Security awareness, training and education
5. Certification (professional, organizations, products)
6. Information Security Research and Development
7. Collaboration with Mainland China
8. Computer Forensics
9. Business Continuity and Incident Response
10. New and emerging technologies

The Paper was the work of a PISA project group led by
Antony Ma. The submitted paper is available at
http://www.pisa.org.hk/highlights/policies/anti-spam.htm.
The Government responded on 24th Feb 2005 that a five
“STEPS” strategy will be adopted.
http://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/200502/24/02240125
.htm 

The Paper is available at
http://www.pisa.org.hk/highlights/policies/reference/join
t_paper_infosec_2005.pdf .
The other co-submitting parties included HKC-ISSG,
ISACA, ISFS and ISSA. The paper was supported by the
Office of C.K. Sin ITFC Legislative Councilor.

Acronyms
HKCERT
Hong Kong Computer
Emergency Response Team
Coordination Centre

PISA EXCO and the Public Policy Committee will
follow up with the feedback from the Government. We
will keep our members informed. 

Speaking in HKCERT Seminar “Combating Against Phishing”

HKCS ISSG
Hong Kong Computer Society
Information Security Specialist
Group

PISA was invited by HKCERT to speak in the
public seminar “Combating Against Phishing” in
December 2004.

ISACA
Information Systems Audit and
Control Association

Mr. Alan Lam of PISA spoke on the topic
“Technology Perspective of Phishing Attack and
Trends”. Alan had delivered an excellent talk with
very illustrative demonstrations to 200 participants.
Many audiences requested an extension of his
demonstration after the seminar. PISA had
demonstrated our technical compet-ence and
perspective on the problem. The pre-sentations of
the public seminar is available via
http://www.hkcert.org/event/event111.htm. 

ISFS
Information Security and
Forensics Society
ISSA
Information Systems Security
Association

Alan Lam, speaking at the HKCERT public seminar
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Our vision lights our direction. Our missions provide us the strategies.

School Security Review Self-Assessment Handbook publication with AiTLE
and HKACE
PISA worked with AiTLE and HKACE, two active
associations in the education sector, on the “School
Security Review Project”. In January 2005, they released the “School Security Review Self-Assessment
Handbook” Version 1.0.
Mr. Alan Ho, the PISA side Project Leader said, “this
project was a follow up of a previous survey on the
school security status in 2002. The survey revealed that
schools lacked the resources and skills to manage

Members of the Project Team from AiTLE, HKACE and
PISA in the Launch Seminar of the “Handbook”

their security risks. The objective of the handbook is
to provide some sorts of technical guidelines or tool-kits
that could be used by an individual school to conduct her
own security review.” He further added that the three
associations would follow up with demonstration
seminar in March and a user forum to enhance the
usability of the handbook.

PISA continues to contribute to the
education sector
Mr. S.C. Leung, Vice Chairperson of External Affairs
said that PISA was invited to the Wireless Campus
Forum to contribute on the security deployment of
Wireless LAN in schools. PISA was also invited by
Education and Manpower Bureau of HKSAR Government to advise on incorporation of information security
in the secondary school curriculum. 

Acronyms
AiTLE
Association of IT Leaders in
Education
HKACE
The Hong Kong Association for
Computer Education
WTIA
Hong Kong Wireless
Technology Industry Association

Wireless LAN War Driving 2004-05 with WTIA
PISA and WTIA jointly conducted the Wireless LAN
War Driving Survey 2004-05.
The first published War Driving in Hong Kong was by
PISA in 2002. In 2003, PISA cooperated with WTIA on
another war driving survey to benchmark the wireless
LAN security development. The two associations also
carried out a survey at the Victoria Peak which had
proved that access points could be discovered even from
a distance of 10km.

Ken Fong(WTIA) [left], the reporter and Alan Tam(PISA)
[right] signing the Code of Ethics for the War Driving

Mr. Alan Tam, the PISA side Project Leader said,
“Besides benchmarking the 802.11b/g growth with the
previous years findings, the War Driving Team had
carried out something very striking this year! It may
arouse the public attention again. We would keep this as
a secret until the formal report is published on 8th
April 2005. Please stay tuned.” 

Ken (WTIA) and Jim (PISA) taking readings on the tram
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Vision
to be the prominent body of professional information security practitioners, and utilize
expertise and knowledge to help bring prosperity to the society in the Information Age

Successful Career

PISA

Issue

Be up-to-date and be more
competitive in the info-sec
community – line up
yourself with the resources
you need to expand your
technical competency and
move forward towards a
more successful career.

Networking

Continued Education

Enjoy networking and
collaboration opportunities
with other in-the-field
security professionals and
exchange technical information and ideas for keeping
your knowledge up to date

Check out job listings
information provided by
members. Get information
on continuing education
and professional certification

Sharing of Information

Many Ways

Find out the solution to your
technical problems from our
email groups and connections
with our experienced members
and advisors.

Enjoy the discounted or free
admissions to association
activities - including seminars,
discussions, open forum, IT
related seminars and
conferences organized or
supported by the Association.

You Can Benefit
Membership
Information
Enquiry email:

Realize Your Potential

Professional Recognition

Develop your potentials and capabilities in proposing and running
project groups such as Education Sector
Security, WLAN &Bluetooth Security,
CISO roundtable, Honeynet, Public
Policy Committee and others and enjoy
the sense of achievement and
recognition of your potentials

Benefit from the immediate
access to professional
recognition by using postnominal designation

membership@pisa.org.hk

Membership Requirements
Membership
Application Form:
http://www.pisa.org.hk/me
mbership/member.htm

Code of Ethics:
http://www.pisa.org.hk/ethic
s/ethics.htm

Membership
Type
Full

Annual
Fee (HK$)
500

Associate

300

Affiliate

300

Requirements
Qualifications
Relevant Experience
Recognized Degree in a
3 years Info-Sec working
Computing Discipline
experience
Tertiary Education
Info-Sec related experience
Interested in furthering any of
the objects of the society

Nil

• Relevant computing experience (post-qualifications) will be counted, and the recognition of professional examinations / membership is subject to the review of the Membership Committee.
• All members must commit to the Code of Ethics of the Association, pay the required fees and abide by
the Constitution and Bylaws of the Association.
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July 27-28, 2005
Las Vegas • Caesars Palace • www.blackhat.com

Original:
USD1,600*
Discounted: USD$1,500* (for PISA
members and advisors only)
* not including Training or DefCon admission

Useful Information

Briefing Program:
http://www.blackhat.com/ht
ml/bh-link/briefings.html

Enquiry for PISA
Discount:
mailto:info@pisa.org.hk

• PISA is a supporting organization of the event •
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The Tsunami Crisis
The 26 December 2004 tsunami had taken the world by
shock. This drastic incident reflected one important issue
that we tend to overlook - To Get Prepared. Would the
world be better prepared for another disaster of similar
nature? What could have been done to handle the
situation better and mitigate losses?

Protection of Critical Information
Infrastructure
EDITORS

Mr. John Tung
Mr. Kent Kwan
Ms. Lydia Chan
Mr. Mark Ho
Mr. S.C. Leung
Mr. Roy Law
Mr. Wayne Tam
Copyright

 2005

Professional Information

HKIRC (the .hk domain name root server) had a
downtime on 1-Nov-2004. Name resolution for
certain .hk domains ceased to function. The affected
servers were not reachable via domain name, though
they are up and running healthily.
Editor (S.C. Leung):
It demonstrated how our Internet infrastructure is
dependent on some “critical” infrastructure. Even though
your company web server is up and running, you are put
on denial of service when intermediate service providers
have problems. Another good example was the HKIX
(the local Internet exchange) network down time on 14
August 2004. Local Internet traffic needed to route
through USA, causing delay and excessive billing.

Security Association. All
rights reserved.

It brought out several important questions. First, is there
a list of “critical” information infrastructure in Hong
Kong. What should be included in the list - how

waste of food and medicine in one area and shortage in
the other. From a human perspective, people’s concerns
of their beloved ones’ safety caused more than anxiety
and stress. Lack of information of suspected victims
might have caused the inflow of visitors into the disaster
area to search for people which increase the burden of
salvage support.
Some companies failed to activate the crisis communication plan to advise their customers and other
interested parties on how their business operation were
affected, the delivery status of goods and services,
incurred delay, etc. Consequently, the lack of information disallowed the interested parties to make necessary
arrangements, or inform their relevant counterparts.
There might have been damage to reputation, loss of
trust and loyalty from their partners or customers.
Look beyond our seat to the chain reactions in communication breakdown. We should not under-estimate the
enormous need to exchange and disseminate information
in crisis, to enable the affected parties to make informed
decisions. 

about the HKIX, HKIRC, Hong Kong Observatory time
servers, major landing points of trans-oceanic cables,
HKPost e-Cert Certificate repository … any more?
Second, if these infrastructure are so critical to the eBusiness and economy, who is to coordinate them,
giving some are non-governmental institutions and
private businesses. Third, should there be an incident
reporting and response mechanism for major outage?
Finally, should a baseline continuity requirement be
developed for each? 

Call for Contribution
If you want to join the Editorial Committee to
realize your potential in design or editing, or
if you wish to contribute to contribute future issues,
or have any suggestion for topics and themes,
please contact the editor (editor@pisa.org.hk)
NEXT ISSUE: September 2005
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Can we survive better after the
incidents?

Insufficient information had caused problems in salvage,
allocation of resources and setting priorities, causing the

Mr. Henry Ee

Issue

Editorial Comment

Editor (Henry Ee):
Crisis management determines the quality of and the
success of responses. Information is vital for making
good management decisions. The importance of
communication does not need to be emphasized more.
We had seen communication breakdown, lack of
information, uncertainties, false information in the
tsunami disaster. Communication problems arising from
disaster included jammed phone network and destroyed
phone lines at disaster sites. There was a consequential
chain reactions and interactions.

Mr. Billy Ngun
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